A ROTATING STRUCTURE OF LED TRACK LIGHTS

A rotating structure of LED track lights comprises a downlight (10) with a through hole (11), a boom mechanism (30), and a limiting mechanism (40). The boom mechanism comprises a bearing (31), an elastic member, and a nut. The limiting mechanism comprises a rotating gear plate and an elastic abutting member. The rotating gear plate is located between the elastic member and the sidewall of the downlight, the nut drives the elastic member towards the rotating gear plate and presses the elastic member against the rotating gear plate. A plurality of cogs are arranged on a radial side wall of the rotating gear plate, and the elastic abutting member comprises a abutting head which is pressed against a cog of the rotating gear plate and rotates along the cog movement track fixed on the rotating gear plate. The rotating structure of LED track lamps can make the rotation of the downlight around the boom mechanism smoother and at the same time the rotation of the downlight is very rhythmic due to the cooperation of the cog on the rotating gear plate and the elastic abutting member. The application increases the user experience.
Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO A RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to a Chinese Patent Application No. CN 201710353966.7, filed on May 18, 2017.

FIELD OF THE TECHNOLOGY

[0002] The invention relates to the lighting device field, in particular to a rotating structure of LED track lights.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Since the application of lighting technology towards the direction of development of energy saving and environmental protection, and LED lamps have low energy consumption, high luminous efficiency and wide application advantages, LED lamps can be quickly promoted. In the prior art, the structure for adjusting the illumination range in lamps and lanterns is generally more complicated, which increases the manufacturing cost and the installation difficulty. However, in modern architecture, the orbital system slowly merges the buildings themselves and serves as a permanent function of local functions, with seldom moving locations. However, the articles in the building will be placed in different positions according to different requirements. Because the track power supply system can’t move, the irradiation direction of the track light changes according to the position of the articles, preferably, the irradiation direction can rotate by 180 degrees in the horizontal direction and 350 degrees in the vertical direction, in order to achieve dark area lighting design requirements.

[0004] For the 180 degree rotation in the horizontal direction, in the prior art many similar track lights are available to meet the above requirements. However, in the vertical direction, due to the structure involved is more and more complex, and at the same time, in use, its vertical direction of the radiation direction needs to be adjusted, so the user’s experience of rotation in the vertical direction is more important.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Therefore, it is necessary to provide a rotating structure of LED track lights that can improve the user experience of rotation in the vertical direction.

[0006] A rotating structure of LED track lights, comprising: a downlight with a through hole, a boom mechanism penetrating the through-hole, and a limiting mechanism disposed on the boom mechanism; the boom mechanism comprising a bearing penetrating the through-hole, a elastic member sleeved on the outer side of the bearing and a nut screwed on the free end of the bearing; the limiting mechanism comprising a rotating gear plate fixedly arranged in the downlight, the rotating gear plate located between the elastic member and the sidewall of the downlight, the nut driving the elastic member towards the rotating gear plate and pressing the elastic member against the rotating gear plate, a plurality of cogs arranged on a radial side wall of the rotating gear plate, and the elastic abutting member comprising a butting head which is pressed against a cog of the rotating gear plate and rotates along the cog movement track fixed on the rotating gear plate.

[0007] Advantageously, the rotating structure further comprises a sleeve fixedly disposed in the through hole of the downlight, the sleeve is located between the the through hole of the downlight and the bearing, the axial length of the bearing is greater than the external diameter of the downlight, and the end face of the flange is flat and abuts against the boom mechanism.

[0008] Advantageously, the boom mechanism further comprises a damping spacer sleeved on the bearing and located between the end face of the flange of the sleeve and the boom mechanism.

[0009] Advantageously, the boom mechanism further comprises a spacer disposed between the nut and the elastic member, and the diameter of the spacer is greater than the diameter of the elastic member.

[0010] Advantageously, the bearing is provided with a positioning portion whose diameter is larger than the inner diameter of the nut, and when the nut is attached to the positioning portion, the axial length of the elastic member is greater than the axial length of the elastic member when compressed to a minimum.

[0011] Advantageously, the elastic abutting member comprises an accommodating chamber, a compressive elastic member disposed in the accommodating chamber, and a butting head disposed on the open end of the accommodating chamber and is abutted by the compressive elastic member.

[0012] Advantageously, the rotating structure further comprises a power supply bracket fixed in the downlight, the accommodating chamber is fixedly disposed on the side of the power supply bracket towards to the rotating gear plate.

[0013] Advantageously, the elastic abutting member comprises a hook, a plate extending from the hook to the direction of the rotating gear plate, and an elastic piece bended form the hook to the direction of the cog of the rotating gear plate.

[0014] Advantageously, the downlight further comprises a retaining wall, one side of the rotating gear plate is arranged on the retaining wall, and the hook of elastic abutting member hangs on the retaining wall.

[0015] Advantageously, the contour line of the cross section of each cog teeth in the radial direction of the rotating ring gear is arcuate.

[0016] Compared with the prior art, the rotation struc-
The application increases the user experience. The rotating gear plate and the elastic abutting member. The rotation of the downlight is very rhythmical due to the cooperation of the cog on the rotating gear plate and the elastic abutting member. The application increases the user experience.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0017] The drawings described herein are intended to promote a further understanding of the present invention, as follows:

FIG. 1 is an exploded structure diagram of a rotating structure of LED track lights according to the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a structure diagram of the downlight of the rotating structure of the LED track lights of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional structure diagram of the rotating structure of the LED track lights of FIG. 1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0018] The present application is illustrated by way of the following detailed description based on the accompanying drawings. It should be noted that illustration to the embodiment in this application is not intended to limit the invention.

[0019] Please referring to FIG.1 to FIG.3, FIG.1 is an exploded structure diagram of a rotating structure 100 of LED track lights according to the present invention. The rotating structure of LED track lights comprises: a downlight 10, a sleeve 20 fixedly disposed in the downlight 10, a boom mechanism 30 penetrating the through-hole 11, and a limiting mechanism 40 disposed on the boom mechanism 30. The downlight 10 comprises the boom mechanism 30 and the limiting mechanism 40 provided have a stable structure, the downlight further comprises a retaining wall 12 disposed on the internal downlight 10. The retaining wall 12 is a flat plate, and is used for fixing the boom mechanism 30 and the limiting mechanism 40. Of course, it is conceivable that the retaining wall 12 may not be provided if the downlight 10 is a square cylinder. The specific function and connection of the retaining wall 12 will be described in more detail below.

[0020] The downlight 10 may be a circular cylinder, a square cylinder, and the like. The downlight 10 is configured to accommodate the light emitting module, the heat dissipating module, the power supply module, and the like as described above, and it is also used to set the above-mentioned sleeve 20, the boom mechanism 30, and the like. The downlight 10 may be a circular cylinder, a square cylinder, or any other cylinder with any shape. In order to facilitate the heat dissipation, the downlight 10 is made of metal. In this embodiment, the downlight 10 is a circular cylinder and comprises a through hole 11 for inserting the sleeve 20 and the boom mechanism 30.

[0021] Because the downlight 10 is a circular cylinder, in order to make the sleeve 20, the boom mechanism 30 and the limiting mechanism 40 provided have a stable structure, the downlight further comprises a retaining wall 12 disposed on the internal downlight 10. The retaining wall 12 is a flat plate, and is used for fixing the boom mechanism 30 and the limiting mechanism 40. Of course, it is conceivable that the retaining wall 12 may not be provided if the downlight 10 is a square cylinder. The specific function and connection of the retaining wall 12 will be described in more detail below.

[0022] The sleeve 20 is sleeved in the through hole 11. Since the downlight 10 is made of metal and the side walls thereof are usually thinner so that when the boom mechanism 30 is provided, sound is generated during rotation and is difficult to fix due to the thin wall, it is necessary to provide sleeve 20. It is therefore also conceivable that when the side walls of the downlight 10 are sufficiently thick or otherwise formed to eliminate the sound generated by the rotation such as when the lubricating oil or downlight 10 is made of a softer material such as plastic, the sleeve 20 may not be sleeved. In order to fix the sleeve 20, one end of the sleeve 20 is provided with a nut 21 and the other is provided with a flange 22. The side wall of the downlight 10 is sandwiched between the first nut 21 and the flange 22. For fixing, the flange 22 is a cambered surface, the radius of the arc surface is equal to the external diameter of the downlight so that the flange is fixed to the side wall of the downlight 10, and the end face of the flange is flat and abuts against the boom mechanism 30. The sleeve 20 can be made of plastic material to reduce the noise during rotation.

[0023] The boom mechanism 30 comprises a bearing 31 penetrating the through-hole 11, a elastic member 32 sleeved on the outer side of the bearing 31 and a nut 33 screwed on the free end of the bearing 31 and a damping spacer 34 disposed between the nut 33 and the elastic member 32. It is conceivable that the boom mechanism 30 further comprises other components fixedly connected with the bearing 31, such as a connecting rod connected with the flat rotating mechanism and the like, which are components known to those skilled in the art and will not be described in detail here. In this embodiment, the bearing 31 is inserted in the sleeve 20. The free end of the bearing 31 is provided with a screw thread to screw the nut 33. The bearing 31 is also provided with two rib stop positions 311 and a positioning portion 312. The two rib stop positions 311 are configured to cooperate with the below-mentioned rotating gear plate 41 of the limiting mechanism 40 to fix the relative positions of the rotating gear plate 41 and the bearing 31. The diameter of positioning portion 312 is larger than the inner diameter of the nut 33, and when the nut 33 is attached...
The sleeve 20 for a long time. From being damaged by the friction with the flange 22 of the bearing 31 and located between the end face of the rotating gear plate 41 and the connected components, such as the elastic member 32 and the sleeve 20. The nut 33 is a standard part screwed on the bearing 31 to apply a pressing force to the elastic member 32 against the rotating gear plate 41. The spacer 34 can facilitate the rotation of the nut 33 and at the same time, the spacer 34 can block the elastic member 32 when the maximum diameter of the nut 33 is smaller than the minimum diameter of the elastic member 32. The spacer 34 may be made of metal to reduce its volume. The boom mechanism further comprises a damping spacer 35 sleeved on the bearing 31 and located between the end face of the sleeve 20 and the boom mechanism 30. The damping spacer 35 may be made of nylon. The first purpose of the damping spacer 35 is to increase the friction; the second is to prevent the cradle mechanism from being damaged by the friction with the flange 22 of the sleeve 20 for a long time.

The limiting mechanism 40 comprises a rotating gear plate 41 fixedly sleeved on the bearing 31, and an elastic abutting member 42 fixedly arranged in the downlight 10; the rotating gear plate 41 is located between the elastic member 32 and the sidewall of the downlight 10. Certainly, for the circular cylinder 10 in this embodiment, in order to facilitate the rotation of the rotating gear plate 41, the downlight 10 has the retaining wall 312 thereon. When the downlight 10 is square cylinder, the side wall thereof is a flat plate, the downlight 10 may not be provided with the retaining wall 12. The rotating gear plate 41 is fixed on the bearing 31. In order to fix the rotating tooth plate 41 on the bearing 31, the rotating gear plate 41 comprises a central hole 411 penetrating the bearing 31 and two ribs 412 disposed along the axial center of the central hole 411. In order to cooperate with the rib 412, the bearing 31 is provided with two rib stop positions 311, which has been described above. A plurality of cogs 413 are provided on a radial side wall of the rotating gear plate 41. In order to make the rotation of the rotating gear plate 41 smooth, the outline of each of the cogs 413 in the radial direction of the rotating gear 41 is arc-shaped. The number of teeth 413 can be any number, which is set according to actual needs, such as the speed of rotation. The faster the rotation, the fewer the number of cogs 413 should be. Preferably, the plurality of cogs 413 are continuous curves so as to form the track of movement of the elastic abutting member 42 so that the downlight 10 can move smoothly. The elastic abutting member 42 can be an elastic piece or an elastic mechanism. In this embodiment, since the retaining wall 12 is disposed in the downlight 10, the resilient abutting member 42 is an elastic piece. The elastic abutting member 42 comprises a hook 421 hung on the retaining wall 12, a plate 422 extending from the hook 421 to the rotating gear plate 41, and an elastic piece 423 bended form the hook to the direction of the cog 413 of the rotating gear plate 41. The elastic piece 423 is V-shaped. In order to make the rotation smooth, the bottom of the V shape is curved, and when one of the plurality of cogs 413 abuts the rotating gear plate 41 and rotates along the track of the movement of the cogs 413. When no external force is applied to the downlight 10, the elastic piece 423 limits the rotating gear plate 41 to prevent it from rotating freely. When the downlight 10 is not provided with the retaining wall 12 and the elastic abutting member 42 is an elastic mechanism, the elastic abutting member 42 comprises an accommodating chamber, a compressive elastic member disposed in the accommodating chamber, and a abutting head disposed on the open end of the accommodating chamber and is abutted by the compressive elastic member. The abutting head abuts against the cog of the rotating gear plate. The accommodating chamber may be cylindrical, which may be fixed on the power bracket 50 described below. The compressive elastic member may be a rubber rod or a spring, which is accommodated in the accommodating chamber. The abutting head may be a ball, which is accommodated in the open end of the accommodating chamber. The ball may be sandwiched between the accommodating chamber after the ball is received in the accommodating chamber and then compressed to reduce the diameter of the opening end to be smaller than the diameter of the ball. The abutting head abuts on one of the plurality of cogs 413 and moves along the track of the teeth 413 when the rotating gear 41 rotates.

The power supply bracket 50 is configured to receive a power source for providing compliant power to the LED chip and is fixed in the downlight 10. The fixing manner may be that a plurality of screw hole posts are provided on the sidewall of the downlight 10 and then the power bracket 50 is fixed to the screw hole post through screw. In this embodiment, since the downlight 10 is provided with the retaining wall 12, the screw hole post can be disposed on the retaining wall 12. When the power supply bracket 50 is fixed, the hook 421 of the elastic abutting member 42 is pressed against the retaining wall 12. Of course, it is also conceivable that the hook 421 can also be fixed on the retaining wall 12 by a fastener.
such as a screw. When the downlight 10 is not provided with the retaining wall 12, the accommodation chamber of the elastic abutting member 42 may be directly embedded on the side of the power supply bracket 50 facing the rotating gear 41.

[0026] Compared with the prior art, the rotation structure 100 of LED track lights provided by the present invention comprises the boom mechanism 30 and the limiting mechanism 40, and through the cooperation between the boom mechanism 30 and the limit mechanism 40, the rotation angle of the downlight 10 is limited by the rotating gear plate 41 and the elastic abutting member 42. The rotation of the downlight 10 is very rhythmical due to the cooperation of the cog 413 on the rotating gear plate 41 and the elastic abutting member 42. The application increases the user experience.

[0027] The above disclosure has been described by way of example and in terms of exemplary embodiment, and it is to be understood that the disclosure is not limited thereto. Rather, any modifications, equivalent alternatives or improvement etc. within the spirit of the invention are encompassed within the scope of the invention as set forth in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A rotating structure of LED track lights, comprising: a downlight with a through hole, a boom mechanism penetrating the through-hole, and a limiting mechanism disposed on the boom mechanism; the boom mechanism comprising a bearing penetrating the through-hole, a elastic member sleeved on the outer side of the bearing and a nut screwed on the free end of the bearing; the limiting mechanism comprising a rotating gear plate fixedly sleeved on the bearing, and an elastic abutting member fixedly arranged in the downlight; the rotating gear plate located between the elastic member and the sidewall of the downlight, the nut driving the elastic member towards the rotating gear plate and pressing the elastic member against the rotating gear plate, a plurality of cogs arranged on a radial side wall of the rotating gear plate, and the elastic abutting member comprising a abutting head which is pressed against a cog of the rotating gear plate and rotates along the cog movement track fixed on the rotating gear plate.

2. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 1, wherein the rotating structure further comprises a sleeve fixedly disposed in the through hole of the downlight, the sleeve is located between the through hole of the downlight and the bearing, the axial length of the bearing is greater than the axial length of the through hole, one end of the sleeve has a flange one side the flange towards the downlight is a cambered surface, the radius of the arc surface is equal to the external diameter of the downlight, and the end face of the flange is flat and abuts against the boom mechanism.

3. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the boom mechanism further comprises a damping spacer sleeved on the bearing and located between the end face of the flange of the sleeve and the boom mechanism.

4. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the boom mechanism further comprises a spacer disposed between the nut and the elastic member, and the diameter of the spacer is greater than the diameter of the elastic member.

5. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 3, wherein the bearing is provided with a positioning portion whose diameter is larger than the inner diameter of the nut, and when the nut is attached to the positioning portion, the axial length of the elastic member is greater than the axial length of the elastic member when compressed to a minimum.

6. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 4, wherein the elastic abutting member comprises an accommodating chamber, a compressive elastic member disposed in the accommodating chamber, and a abutting head disposed on the open end of the accommodating chamber and is abutted by the compressive elastic member.

7. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 6, wherein the rotating structure further comprises a power supply bracket fixed in the downlight, the accommodating chamber is fixedly disposed on the side of the power supply bracket towards to the rotating gear plate.

8. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the elastic abutting member comprises a hook, a plate extending from the hook to the direction of the rotating gear plate, and an elastic piece bended form the hook to the direction of the cog of the rotating gear plate.

9. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 8, wherein the downlight further comprises a retaining wall, one side of the rotating gear plate is arranged on the retaining wall, and the hook of elastic abutting member hangs on the retaining wall.

10. The rotating structure of LED track lights as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein the contour line of the cross section of each cog teeth in the radial direction of the rotating ring gear is arcuate.
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